Morphological and mechanical stability of bladder cancer cells in response to substrate rigidity.
Morphology of cells can be considered as an interplay between the accessibility of substrate anchoring sites, cytoskeleton properties and cellular deformability. To withstand tension induced by cell's environment, cells tend to spread out and, simultaneously, to remodel actin filament organization. In this context, the use of polyacrylamide hydrogel substrates with a surface coated with laminin allows to trace remodeling of actin cytoskeleton during the interaction of cells with laminin-rich basement membrane. Reorganization of actin cortex can be quantified by a surface spreading area and deformability of single cells. In our study, we demonstrated that morphological and mechanical alterations of bladder cancer cells in response to altered microenvironment stiffness are of biphasic nature. Threshold-dependent relations are induced by mechanical properties of cell microenvironment. Initially, fast alterations in cellular capability to spread and to deform are followed by slow-rate changes. A switch provided by cellular deformability threshold, in the case of non-malignant cells, triggers the formation of thick actin bundles accompanied by matured focal adhesions. For cancer cells, cell spreading and deformability thresholds switch between slow and fast rate of changes with weak reorganization of actin filaments and focal adhesions formation. The presence of transition region enables the cells to achieve a morphological and mechanical stability, which together with altered expression of vinculin and integrins, can contribute to invasiveness of bladder cancers. Our findings show that morphological and mechanical stability is directly related to actin filament organization used by cancer cells to adapt to altered laminin-rich microenvironment.